SUMMER PACKET: Students Entering Grade 6
NAME:___________________________

PROBLEM
Write these numbers in expanded form.
a) 74.673
b) 6,016,061
c) 9997

Round the number to the place value of the
underlined digit.
a) 38.593
b) 29,999
Round the following as specified
a) 31.54 (nearest tenth)
b) 46.373 (nearest hundredth)
c) 35.73 (nearest whole number)
Simplify:

Write the value:

If 8 friends share 4 sandwiches what fraction of a
sandwich does each friend get?
If 8 friends share 6 sandwiches what fraction of a
sandwich does each friend get?

List all the factors of :
18 and 54

WORK SPACE

Name:__________________________

PROBLEM

WORK SPACE

Simplify
a)
b)
c)
Write the improper fraction

Express the fractions as decimals:
and
Renee and Taylor share a pizza that has been cut
into 8 equal slices. If Renee eats 1/8 of the pizza and
Taylor eats ¼ of the pizza , how many eighths of the
pizza is left?
Add:

Solve:
a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

NAME:________________________

PROBLEM
a)

b)

c)

WORK SPACE
d)

e)

Your savings account has a balance of $63.52. You
deposit $32.54 and withdraw $27.80. What is your
new balance?

Kevin bought a bag of 80 lollipops. He kept 5 for
himself and gave the rest to 3 friends. They divided
them equally. How many lollipops did each friend
get?

Write the decimals as fractions in simplest form
a) 0.55 b) 3.5 c) 2.42

a)

b)

Name:____________________________

PROBLEM

Anne bought a roll of ribbon to make
bows. There were 144 inches of ribbon on
the roll. Each bow requires 2 ft. of ribbon.
How many bows can Anne make?

Find the area of a square with a perimeter
of 20 inches.

Megan is 13. Nick is 12. In 25 years what
will be the product of their ages?

WORK SPACE

The perimeter of a square is 64 inches.
What is the length of each side?

a)
b)
c)

Name:_______________________

PROBLEM
The figure at the right shows the dimensions of the
garden in Marissa’s back yard. What is the perimeter of
the garden?

The side lengths of a triangle are 3 meters, 4 meters,
and 5 meters. Suppose the side lengths are
multiplied by 4. Describe the change in the
perimeter.

WORK SPACE

What is the number 432 divisible by?
2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10?

List 20 multiples of 5 and 8. List all the multiples they
have in common. What is the Least common multiple

Find the common factors of 24 and 48. Circle the
Greatest Common Factor.

Name:____________________________
PROBLEM

Find the volume

WORK SPACE

The table shows the results of class survey
about their length at birth.

What is the mean, median and mode of the data in the
table?

Length at Birth
(inches)
19
21
22
18
19
15
14

17
20
14
16
20
19
18

What is the range of the data?
What is the median and mode?

Draw and label two rectangles with an
area of 32 and calculate the perimeter of
each.
a)
b)
c)

Name:___________________________

PROBLEM
Nancy is putting a fence around her garden.
The garden is a rectangular shape; its
length is 24.75 and its width is 10.25. The
fencing cost $20 per yard.
How many feet of fencing will she need?
How much will it cost?
Find the number:

WORK SPACE

This number has 2 digits and has 13 as a
factor, the sum of the digits is 11
Find the number:
This number is prime and is less than 19,
the sum of the digits is greater than 7.

List all the factors:
14_______________________
5________________________
24_______________________
51_______________________
144______________________

Name 5 fractions equivalent to
Which is bigger,

or

Name:__________________

PROBLEM

Change to a mixed number
and

WORK SPACE

Josh decided to walk the

mi to the beach. In

the first hour, he walked
hour, he walked

mi. In the second

mi. How much farther did he

have to go?

Razzle Shoes bought a

page ad in the Times.

Dazzle Shoes bought two ads that were
page each. How much more advertising did
Razzle Shoes buy?

Jill made a sauce in cooking class. She used
cup of cream, and

cup of water. How much

less water was used than milk and cream
combined?
Andrew set a record when he caught a salmon
that weighed

lb. Robert caught a salmon

that weighed

lb. How much less than

the record was this?

